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Grade Seven       Second Term        3rd  Period 

Composition                        

Write a paragraph (6-8 sentences) about “Al-Idrisi” using these guide 

words: 

The first paragraph: 

                   ( scientist – geographer / born – Morocco –1099 / traveled – Asia )                                    

The second paragraph: 

(collected- different places/  studied – medicine/   great – scientist ) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below :-  

 An old friend, whom I was expecting to stay with me, telephoned from the 
airport to tell me that he had arrived. I was still at the office at that time. After 
explaining where my new flat was, I told him that I had left the key under the door 
mat. I advised him to go into the kitchen and eat anything until I come. Two hours 
later my friend telephoned me from the flat. He said he was watching T.V. after 
having a good meal . When I asked him if he had reached the flat  easily , he 
answered that he hadn't found the key under the door mat  but the window of the 
living room just by the apple tree, had been left open and he had climbed in. I  was 
surprised when I listened to him. There is no apple tree in front of my living room, 
but there is one in front of my neighbour's.  

A- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d :  

1- The best title of the passage is ……………………..  

   a-  The Wrong Flat                                                        b- The Right Flat 

   c-  The Garden                                                              d- The Book Fair 

2- The underlined pronoun “He” refers to -------------------- 

   a- policeman   b- an old friend     c- the writer            d- thief 

3- The underlined word “reached” means ……………… 

   a- arrived at                     b- went away       c- saw                d- ran away 

 

B- Answer  the following questions :  

4- Where was the key hidden ?  

………………………………………………………………………………….……………..  

5- Whose flat did the old friend enter? 
………………………………………………………………………………………...……… 
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Vocabulary 

I - Fill in the spaces with words from the list below :-  
( inventors – flight – astronaut – invitation – engine) 

 1-  This …………………runs on diesel. 

 2-   The ………. ………..from London to Kuwait takes 5 hours.  

 3 Yesterday, I received an ………. .………for Ahmed's birthday party.  

 4- The Wright Brothers were the first …………….. of the first  aeroplane.  

 

 ( cultural – wonders – relatives – declared – mausoleum – palace ) 

1- Last week , I visited my ……………………..in Fahaheel.  

2- The Pyramids are amongst the Seven…………………. of the world? 

3- Taj Mahal is an amazing………………….. 

4- Bayan…………………is wonderful.  

5- Kuwait Book Fair is a great……………………event.  

 

II- Underline the correct  answers :-  
1-  Yuri Gagarin was a famous ………… . 
         a- inventor                 b- astronaut       c- artist                    d- designer 

 2- Giorgio Armani  was a fashion …………….  

         a- scientist         b- designer       c- teacher               d inventor  

  3-  My …….. number is A555  

         a- flight         b- invitation               c- relative                d- palace 

  4- A: Leonardo Da  Vinci  was  the ……….. of the submarine .  

         a- astronaut        b- pilot        c- inventor              d-designer 

  5- A: Who sent you this …………. ?  
     
         a- destination        b- situation       c- palace                d- invitation 
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I - Fill in the spaces with words from the list below :- 

  

      ( tailor – bow – astronomy – gladiator – daily – philosophy ) 

 1- You have to do your homework………….  

 2- Some people……………their heads to show respect. 

 3- A………………. was a brave soldier in ancient Rome.  

 4-    Galileo  was famous in the field of………….. 

 5- In secondary schools students study French and …………. 

( medieval – manuscript – rule – introduce – dynasty – calligraphy ) 

 1- A: Where can you see a …………?  

  2- In the ……………….period,most of spain was under Islamic rule. 

  3-The art of producing beautiful writing using special pen is called………………….  

  4- The Umayyad………………ruled for over 300 years. 

  5- Let me ………..you my friend Fahad.  

II- Underline the correct  answers :-  

 1- A: Do you know the ………….. of Kuwait ?  

     a- governor       b- inventor      c- explorer                d- tailor 

 2- I'm going to the ………….. to make a new suit .  

     a- baker       b- tailor        c- carpenter            d-governor 

 3- Who  won the …………. ?  

     a- philosophy               b- chariot                      c- race                    d-glassmaking 

4- Ahmed Bin Majed was a famous scientist in ……………………..  

     a- astronomy       b- philosophy      c- geology               d-calligraphy 

5- Muslims …………… many new farming techniques to Europe .  

     a- broke       b- bowed     c- destroyed            d- introduced 

6- The Arabs taught …………. to Europe .  

     a- glassmaking      b- calligraphy              c- dynasty               d-philosophy 
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I - Fill in the spaces with words from the list below :-  
 

 ( reward – earn – complains – enthusiastic – lazy – flexible ) 

1- You have to be …………..  

2- Salem always…………….of chest pains. 

3-  Ahmed is an ………… student.  

 4-  What should I do to ………. a lot of money?  

 5- I have got a good …………. for saving the little boy.  

     

II- Underline the correct  answers :-  

  1You should not be……………………. 

        a- enthusiastic         b- lazy             c- flexible                     d-energetic 

2- A: You shouldn't …………. rubbish in the street .  

        a- earn          b- complain             c- bow                          d-throw 

3- If you get high marks, your father will ………… you .  

        a- throw          b- bow             c- reward                      d- earn 

4- You must work hard to ………….. money . 

        a- earn          b- complain     c- throw                        d-bow 

5-    A………………….is a piece of money made of metal  

        a- reward          b- coin             c- gate                          d-plane 

II- Underline the correct  answers :-  

1- My father works in a circus as an…………… 

     a- zookeeper          b- biologist          c- park ranger                 d- animal trainer  

2- Our flight to Cairo is now boarding at ………………….. . 

     a- controller         b- gate          c- staff                             d- luggage                  

3- A: What does  a marine …………. study ?  

      a- geologist          b- chemist          c- park ranger                  d- biologist  

4- A: What's your …………. ?  

       a- staff           b- destination  c- controller                     d- plane 
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II- Structure 

Choose the correct  answer :-  

  1- The Arabs……………….the compass  many years ago. 

    a) invent   b) invents    c) invented                      d) inventing 

  2-I ……………………….…… my English lessons yesterday.  

    a) studied   b) study    c) studying                      d) studies 

  3- Tim Barners- Lee ………….……. the first website in 1991.  

     a) create            b) creates           c) creating                      d) created         
4- There ……………………..  three wonderful pictures on the wall. 

     a) is     b) are    c) were                            d)was 

  5- How long ……………………..…. you stay in London last holiday ?  

     a) do    b) does     c) did                               d) are 

  6- …………. did you  watch  the film  yesterday?  

     a) Where   b) When     c) which                          d) who 

  7- I ……….. go to school yesterday .  

      a) didn't   b) don't     c) doesn't                       d) isn't 

   8-If I study hard, I  …………………… high marks.  

      a) get    b) would get  c) will get                        d) gets 

    9- I ……… early yesterday .  

     a) sleep   b) sleeps    c) slept                           d) sleeping 

  10- My father …………. a new car last week.  

     a) buy    b) buys   c) buying                        d) bought 

  11- Fahad ………… to eat too much fast  food when he was young. 

     a) used    b) uses   c) use                             d) using 

  12-A: What did Hesham ……….. to do when you were young ?  

     a) use    b) used    c) using                           d) uses 

  13- Did you ………. to play in the streets when you were 3 years old ?  

     a) use    b) used    c) uses                            d) using 
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14- The computer  has a problem . You ……… turn it off now.  

  a) had to      b) has to     c) must                     d) should not 

15- I ……….. forget  to study my lessons well.  
       
   a) must      b) mustn't    c) have to                d) didn't have to 

16- You ……….. be careful on the road .  

   a) must      b) mustn't    c) has to                  d)shouldn't 

 17: You ………… to buy a new car.  

    a) must    b) have      c) has                      d) should 

 18- Tomorrow is a holiday; so you ………. do your homework now.  

   a) doesn't            b)have to        c) don't have to         d) has to 

19- A park ranger has to work outside; he ……….. work in an office.  

   a) don't have to  b) doesn't have to  c) must                      d) has to 

20-If you do not practise well, you…………….be fluent. 

    a) won't    b) will    c) have                      d) would 

21- If you don't eat properly You ………. be fit . 

    a) will    b) won't    c) are                         d) would 

Do as shown between brackets :-  

1- Salem  ( accept ) my invitation last week.                                   ( correct ) 

……………………………………………………………………….  

2- Ali bought a new suit to attend the party.                                 ( Ask a question )  

……………………………………………………………………….  

3- We played tennis in the club last week end.                               (Negative)  

……………………………………………………………………….  

4- I was born  in 1994.                                                                     (Ask a question) 

When …………………………………………………………………. 

5- Yes, I did. I visited London.                                                         ( Question)  

……………………………………………………………………….  
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6- We   write our homework daily.                                                          ( passive)  

……………………………………………………………………….  

7- She has to write a letter to her friend.                                                   ( plural )  

……………………………………………………………………….  

8- If you don't study , ………………………………………………            ( complete )  

9- He comes to school late .                                                                  ( Negative )  

……………………………………………………………………….  

10- A park ranger has to use a computer.                                           ( Negative )  

……………………………………………………………………….  
11- Ali (sleep) early last night .                                                               ( Correct ) 

……………………………………………………………………….  
12- A thief stole Noura's watch.                                                             ( Passive )  

……………………………………………………………………….  
13- Ahmed broke the camera.                                                               ( Passive )  

……………………………………………………………………….  

14- I have to do my homework day by day.                                      ( Begin with: He)  

……………………………………………………………………….  

15- Soud enjoyed playing chess when she was young .                          ( Used to )  

……………………………………………………………………….  

16- Mohammed used to write e-mails to his friends.                              ( Negative )  

……………………………………………………………………….  

17- I used to hide my brothers' books when I was young.                      ( Question )  

……………………………………………………………………….  

18- We have to do our homework now.                                                   ( Negative )  

……………………………………………………………………….  

19- If you eat  too much , you ( be) ill.                                                      ( Correct )  

……………………………………………………………………….  

20- I sent my pen friend three letters in English .                                     ( Question )  

………………………………………………………………………. 
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III-Language Functions 
Write what  you  would say in each of the following situations :-  

1- I've heard that your friend won a prize.  

………………………………………………………………………………. 
2- Your friend asked if you enjoyed your visit to London .  

………………………………………………………………………………. 
3- Your friend doesn't like fruit and vegetables.  

………………………………………………………………………………. 
4- You disliked the film that you saw yesterday.  

………………………………………………………………………………. 
5- You have broken your father's mobile. 

. ………………………………………………………………………………. 
6- Your brother says that Kuwait is a lovely country.  

………………………………………………………………………………. 
7- A friend of yours says that studying is a bad thing.  

………………………………………………………………………………. 
8- Your mother bought you a new shirt on your birthday.  

……………………………………………………………………………… 
 

Write what  you  would say in each of the following situations :-  

1- Your brother doesn't study for his exams.  

………………………………………………………………………………. 

2- Your father smokes too much.  

………………………………………………………………………………. 

3- You asked your sister about what you have to do this night to help your mother.  

………………………………………………………………………………. 

4- Your friend drives his car very fast.  

………………………………………………………………………………. 

5- Your friend feels  bored and fed up.  

……………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Set Book Questions 

1- Who was Al-Idrisi?  

He was a scientist and a geographer.  

2- What is Al-Idrisi most important book?  

  Roger's book. 

3. Leonardo Da Vinci invented many machines. Mention two. 

a)  aeroplanes                                             b) submarines 

4-  Who invented the first plane? 

The Wright Brothers. 

5-  Why is Tim Berners Lee is so famous?  

He created the first website in the world. 

6- Why are scientists great people ?  

They make our life easier and faster. 

7- How can you enjoy your time on holiday?  

 a) Playing sports                                   b) Visiting relatives 

8- What is Taj Mahal ? where is it ?  

It's an amazing mausoleum in India. 

9- Mention some of the seven  wonders of the world ?  

 a) Petra in Jordan                                 b) The Great Wall of China. 

10- Where can you visit Machu Picchu ?  

In peru 

11- What does a tailor do?  

He makes clothes. 

12- What is meant by philosophy ?  

The study of ideas. 

13- Why did people go to the South Theatre in Jerash ?  

a) To see chariot races                          b) To see brave gladiators  

14- When was most of Spain under Islamic rule? How long did it last? 

In the Medieval period. It lasted for three hundred years. 
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15- Muslims brought many plants to Europe. Mention two. 

a) bananas                               b) lemons                              c) apricots 

16- Where did many astronomical words come from?  

They came from the work of Arab scholars. 

17- Give TWO names of Muslim astronomers . 

a) Al-Farghani                                      b) Al-Bathani       

18- What are the musical instruments played in medieval Europe ?  

The flute and the lute. 

19- What did the Arabs bring in the field of maths to Europe?  

They taught them numbers. 

20- Why do people  work hard ?  

To earn money. 

21- What can you do to make your parents happy? 

I must obey them. 

22- What qualities must the animal trainer have?  

a) Being patient, strong and fit                    b) He can understand animal behaviour 

 

23- Where does the park ranger work?  

In national parks. 

24- What does the marine biologist study ?  

Marine plants and animals. 

25- Where can you get information about a flight?  

At the information office. 

26- Where can you wait for your plane?  

In the departure lounge. 

 

 

Best Of Luck 
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Fourth Period 

 

Composition 

 

with the help of  Write two paragraphs of about (6 sentences ) on  " Ahmed Zuwail "   

the following guide words and phrases: 

 

  1
st
 paragraph  { famous – scientist / born – in Egypt / got – degree –Alexandria /  

 2
nd

 paragraph. {Noble Prize – chemistry / helped – understanding – chemical } 

 

Ahmed Zuwail                                                               

............................................................................................................................................... 

 

................................................................................................................................................... 

 

................................................................................................................................................... 

 

................................................................................................................................................... 

 

................................................................................................................................................... 

 

................................................................................................................................................... 

 

................................................................................................................................................... 
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ms    ) 12Reading Comprehension (     

  .Read the following passage then answer the questions    

  Once upon a time, there was a great king who always gives rewards to those who did good 

deeds . One day, he decided to give a great reward to the person who had served his country 

most. A lot of people went to the king's palace see the winner of the reward . A man 

brought the king a gold gun , another had a box of jewels and the third got an Arabian horse 

. Although the king liked the three men's presents, he didn't give the reward to any one of 

them. He  had a different point of view. They were depressed. The king liked the deeds of 

other men. The first was a clever doctor , the second was a successful teacher and the third 

was a great scientist who had many useful discoveries. 

While the king was thinking about which one of the three men would take the reward , an 

old woman came near him . The king asked her " Have you got anything to show us ? " No 

", she Replied. But these three men are my sons and I've come to see who will win the 

reward.   

to this  itThe king at once called out " Now I know who is going to get the reward ". Give 

old lady who had given birth to these great men . It was a big real diamond 

    ms )6=  ½x 1 4(                               :  or d c ,Choose the correct answer from a, b -A   

1-The suitable title for the passage is………………………………………. 

      a- The king                                                                 b- a good woman         

      c- three sons                                                               d- a good doctor 

2-The old woman went to the king 's palace to ……………………………… 

     a- get the reward                                        b- see her sons getting the reward 

     c- ask for help                                            d- get some money 

3- The underlined word " it " refers to……………………………… 

      a- the gold gun                                                         b-  the Arabian horse      

      c- the king's reward                                                  d- the woman 

4- The main idea for the last paragraph is………………….. 

     a- a great king                                                              b- diamond 

     c- Three sons                                                               d- a clever lady 
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( 2 x 3 = 6ms )Answer the following questions.  -B 

1- What was the king's big reward ? 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Why did a lot of people go to the king's palace ? 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

F-What would you say or do in these situations:  

1-You want to know where your friend was yesterday. 

…………….………………….………………….………………….………………… 

2- You visited a wonderful place for the first time. 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

3- You want someone to help you carry your luggage to the car. 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

Fill in the spaces with words from the list:                                                                      

( minds – industry – composer – electric– ambition ) 

1- My father bought a wonderful……………….guitar yesterday.   

2- Great scientists have  great…………………….. 

3- What’s your ………………  when you grow up? 

4- Beethoven is a famous …………….. 

Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d :   

1- You ……………… study your lessons very hard. 

    a) should                            b) shouldn't                  c) don’t have to                   d) mustn't 

2- If you come to the party, you …………....... your friend, Ali. 

    a) meet                               b) met                          c) meets                               d) will meet 

3- Salem received an award ……………... his great achievements.  

    a) to                                     b) for                          c) of                                     d) up 
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4- Ahmed ……………….. buy a new pencil yesterday. 

    a) have to                            b) must                        c) has to                              d) had to 

Do as shown between brackets:  

1- You have to study hard……………?                                      ( Tag question ) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- I have  to get up early on Friday.                                              ( Negative )  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- Ali walks slowly.                                                                     ( Ask  a question ) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Write what you would say in the following situations:                                                     

1- Your brother always works hard. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Your sister is lazy.   

……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3- Your friend doesn’t get enough sleep. 

                   ( lorry – operate – mayor – aside – deposit ) 

 1. It is wise to put empty cans ……………….for recycling. 

 2. We will  need a ………………..to carry the furniture to our new house.. 

 3. All machines don't …………………..without energy. 

 4. The ………………….of my village is active  and cooperative. 

B) Choose the right answer from a,b,c and d :   

1. ………………….students are expected to be scientists in the future.. 

   a. Stupid             b- Brilliant           c- Rich                                d- Steep 

2. Most Arab countries sent ……………………..of food and medical aids to Syria. 

   a. containers  b-pumps           c-coal                                d-windmill 

3. It is a good idea to……………….different materials to save energy. 

   a- crush   b- recycle           c- trap                                d- store 
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4.A : That man got very rich . None knows the …………………..of his wealth. 

   a- source             b- work           c- windmill                        d-deposit 

                                                             Structures 

Choose the right answer from a,b,c and d :   

1. We …………………..a new film this evening. 

    a-watch        b- are going to watch       c-were watching                 d-watching 

2. If it rains tomorrow, I……………….. at home 

    a- would stay     b- stayed        c- will  stay                           d- stays 

3. People used to dive ……………………….the sea in the past. 

 a- on       b- into        c- from                                 d- of 

4. Water pumps help to get water,…………. …………….? 

    a- do they      b- they don’t       c- don’t they                        d- do they 

Do as shown between brackets: 

1. If I have time, ……………………………………………..                  ( complete ) 

2.My friend ( make) a party this afternoon.                                                ( correct ) 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

3.Nadia loves eating ice cream,……………… . …………?                 ( Add a question Tag) 

4.I had to do my homework yesterday.                                                     ( Make Negative ) 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

What you would say in the following situations. 

1. A friend of yours suggested to have a walk on the beach but you are busy. 

................................................................................................................................................... 

2. Your friend bought a new watch.  

................................................................................................................................................... 

3. You don’t know where to spend the summer holiday. 

................................................................................................................................................... 
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4. Your mother complains of a headache.  

................................................................................................................................................... 

5. You can’t understand what your teacher says. You want him to repeat it.  

................................................................................................................................................... 

6. You broke your friend’s expensive watch. 

................................................................................................................................................... 

7. Your brother has bought a new car.  

................................................................................................................................................... 

8. Scientists think there is life on other planets.  

................................................................................................................................................... 

9. You borrowed your friend’s cassette and broke it. 

................................................................................................................................................... 

11. Your friend always comes to school late.  

................................................................................................................................................... 

12. Your friend is ill at home.  

................................................................................................................................................... 

13. You suggest going to the club. 

................................................................................................................................................... 

14. Your friend borrowed your motor bike and broke it. He apologizes. 

................................................................................................................................................... 

15. While driving your car to the sea –front, the car stopped suddenly. 

................................................................................................................................................... 

16. My car needs a lot of money to be repaired.  

................................................................................................................................................... 

17. Our neighbours are poor and in need of money. 

................................................................................................................................................... 

18. The TV broadcast an American film last night. 
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................................................................................................................................................... 

 

19. Your friend is getting too fat .  

................................................................................................................................................... 

20. Ask your teacher politely to explain the lesson again .  

.................................................................................................................................................. 

21. Your friend didn’t come to school today .  

................................................................................................................................................... 

22. Your friend apologized for coming late to your party. 

................................................................................................................................................... 

23. Your brother hopes you win the final match. 

................................................................................................................................................... 

24. Your friend has an exam tomorrow. 

................................................................................................................................................... 

25. Your friend is swimming in very deep water.  

................................................................................................................................................... 

26. Your friend says that his father is 150 years. 

................................................................................................................................................... 

27. Ask the bus driver politely to drop you at the next bus stop. 

................................................................................................................................................... 

28. Your friend has a keen headache. 

................................................................................................................................................... 
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Set Books 

Answer the following questions: 

1.What are the different water supplies? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

2.There are two kinds of energy. Mention them: 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. What are non-renewable types of energy? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. What are the renewable sorts of energy? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

5.How is a water pump useful? 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

6. What is a bucket used for? 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

7.How is coal useful? 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

8.How can we collect solar energy? 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

9- What problems do we face when we collect solar system? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

10- What does a water pump need to work? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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                                                            Language Exercises: 

Choose the correct answer form a, b ,c or d: 

1. What is the ……………. like in Kuwait? 

      a) food                                  b) weather                             c) flag                                  d )command 

2- You can ………………. video from the internet. 

      a) use                                    b) give                                   c) download                       d)obey 

3- You can use the …………………….. to know the temperature first. 

      a) fridge                                b) telescope                         c) thermometer                 d) virtual reality 

4- It is very………………….to listen  before you speak.. 

      a) snowy                               b) polar                                 c) tiny                                d) useful 

5: The temperature will ………….. tomorrow. 

      a) reduce                               b) turn                                  c) rise                                d)obey 

6. The sky is very ……………… . 

      a) dusty                                 b) snowy                              c) cloudy                           d)tiny 

 

Complete the following sentences with words from the list bellow: 

(snowy – degrees – environment – well – obey – robot – turn into – pollution - tiny) 

1- Some people throw the rubbish in the river They may destroy the…………………………………..  

2- You must …………………………………………………your parents. 

3- The winter in Canada is too cold. It is …………………………………………………most of the season. 

4- The temperature  is about twenty five …………………………………………………. 

5- Factories and cars produce a lot of gases so  This helps to rise the amount of………………………….  

6- It is zero degree today. I think all the water will …………………………………………………snow. 

7-: Doctors will send …………………………………………………machines into the body in the future. 
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   Do as shown in brackets: 

1- Ali will visit Muscat next holiday.                                                            (Negative) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Hamad was ill. He came to school.                                                         (Join) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- In the future, people ……………….. by spaceships.                              (Complete) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4- They will build a new school next summer.                                          (Ask a question) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5- Badr studied hard. He got the full marks.                                               (Use: so) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Choose the correct answer from a, b ,c or d: 

1- The weather is dusty outside. I think there ………………………………many car accidents. 

a) be                                     b) will be                       c) been                          d)being 

2- Ali wants to finish his project …………………………………………he uses the computer. 

a) but                                    b) or                              c) so                               d) because 

3- I am not sure, I am busy so I …………………………………………………come. 

a) may                                   b) must                        c) have to                       d) will 

4- The sea level may …………………………………………………up by three meters. 

a) gone                                 b) went                         c) go                               d) going 

5- There are a lot of trees …………………………………………………they are not green. 

a) because                             b) or                            c) so                               d) but 

 

Use the following words to join each pair of sentences: 

                              (so – but – and) 

1- The weather is sunny. We can go for a picnic. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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2-We were late. We caught the bus. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-Robots will be very intelligent. They will be like people. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4-Cars will be faster. They will be more dangerous. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5-I like reading. I don't like watching TV. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Set Book 

1- How can we help the environment ? 

…………………………………………………………  

2-Why is world' s climate changing ? 

……………………………………………………………. 

3-Mention two predictions for life in the year 2050 . 

a-………………………………b- ………………………….. 

 :Fill in the missing letters -A 

In the past, people used to b- -   to the  g -ver -or  da- -y.   1- 

…-3…………………..……………………2-………………………1- 

2-The N – be -  Prize is  a—rd for those who promote p-a-eful   solutions to serious 

problems. 

1-…………………….  2-……………………    ..3-………………….    

Write the short ,the long forms and combine the following   -B 

……………  = 3- First =……………….                             4-declare + ing 


